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Is this normal?

“As life normalizes and the treadmill squeaks back to life in old John Bull, the light of a

new day dawns as total darkness falls on the people.  The god of science and modern

technology has won the day and “We have overcome” they say. Is anyone listening? Does

anyone see the façade that covers the reality, or is the only tune they’re hearing from the

sound of the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, dulcimer, and all kinds of musick?

(Daniel 3:5)

The awards for compliance are being handed out. The stadiums fill; the theaters and

restaurants resume business, and everyone is smiling again. Novocaine booster shots for

the faithless are what it is, away-from-thinking prizes for all those that fall in line for the

next ticket from the master of deceit and all his bull..shit.

The great falling away has surely come in more ways than one.

Now that vaccination is part of the yearly regime, nonconformists will be systematically

pushed to the curb. “Locked out” is the new 2022 buzz word in One World circles. Why

keep making a big noise and fuss over Covid? Just allow the holy grail of commerce to

push the agenda. No jab, no work –no work, no food, and certainly no access to all the

goodies the system has to offer.

Come on Christian, stand on the rock. He will save the day. Or have you become one of

the polarized many that have no rock to stand on? Has the Rock you once stood on been

ground down by the Devil’s educational system, his financial system, his medical system,

his religious system, and his communication system? Are you by now so materially

minded that you no longer believe in the invisible God? Has the god of this material

world thrown sand in your eyes so you no longer see the quicksand you are standing on?

Sand, sand, sand, this world and all it offers is sand. Vanity, vanity, vanity, all is vanity

and vexation of spirit.

https://mystical-bible.com/john-bull/
https://youtu.be/zo_7mthuLsQ
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Sand-of-Personal-Conviction.pdf
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“The young lions do lack, and suffer hunger: but they that seek the LORD shall not want
any good thing.” Psalm 34:10

Mind wars

Call on the keys of instant assistance and you will experience the thoughts and power of

the mind of Christ

 
instantaneously.

The price to pay for this sand is compliance and worship of the system you live in. Are

you in the world but not part of it, or have you been sucked into the vortex of

materialism? The kingdoms of this world are the Devil’s, and he’s not going to allow you

to make any more steps forward without paying the price to remain in his kingdom.

(Jesus speaking) There is a signpost right through that door there. It is called the Red

Sea Door and the pathway that runs through it, is the path of faith. If you draw back

from this path, there is only one other way –the Devil’s. My Word says to not be

conformed to this world, but to be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Put on My

mind, and I will clear the sand from your eyes, beloved. Strengthen My light that is

within you and become a pillar of light for others, that they may see the path ahead. Take

that candle out from under that bushel and stand boldly on My promises. Leave that

defunct religion and enter the temple of your heart. You will find Me there, ready to

strengthen you for the days that you are about to pass through. When the Devil shuts the

green door, all those inside his kingdom will find it to be the dark kingdom, murky and

dim. It is never too late to take My hand. I will pull you up and out of the quicksand and

onto the Rock of salvation and light.”

see also: Destroy This Temple
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https://youtu.be/Hdtdqm2xhoQ
https://youtu.be/Hdtdqm2xhoQ
https://youtu.be/N1Cyci8dHIU
https://youtu.be/QVklVlL3DiU
https://mystical-bible.com/destroy-this-temple/
https://mystical-bible.com/the-wine-cellar/
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fight for your faith

Media Word File

Compilation of prophecies on faith for disciples.

Download

04
January 2022

come out from among them

Media Word File

Compilation of prophecies for disciples on forsaking all to serve the Lord.

Download

21
December 2021

update 2022 part 2

Podcast

Prophetic warning on what could be expected to happen in 2022.

https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/5_06_Fight_For_Your_Faith.mp3
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/2_04_Come_Out_From_Among_Them.mp3
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Download

22
December 2021

Update 2022 part 3

Podcast

Part 3 of a 4 part series on what to expect in 2022 (prophecy)

Download

 

 

https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/december_21_Update-2022-Part-2.mp3
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/december_21_Update-2022-Part-2.mp3

